8th Francis White Ewbank
Colloquium on C. S. Lewis and Friends
and C. S. Lewis and Inklings Society Annual Conference
May 31 – June 2, 2012
Taylor University
Upland, Indiana
Call for Papers
Paper proposals are invited on any topic that concerns C. S. Lewis and/or his friends: Owen
Barfield, G. K. Chesterton, George MacDonald, Dorothy L. Sayers, J. R. R. Tolkien, and Charles
Williams. Proposals should be 100-200 words long and should anticipate a twenty-minute
presentation time limit. Please include your name, contact information, and a brief biography.
Deadline for proposals is February 1, 2012.
Please send proposals to Dr. Pamela Jordan-Long, Colloquium Chair, by email at
pmjordan-long@taylor.edu or by post to Dr. Pamela Jordan-Long / Professional Writing
Department / Taylor University / Upland, IN 46989.
For further information, please visit us at www.taylor.edu/cslewis.
Paper competition
CSLIS is sponsoring a competition for the best graduate student and the best faculty/scholar
paper given at the conference. The winners will be determined by a committee of three jurors
from Executive Board members of the C. S. Lewis and Inklings Society (CSLIS) and will
receive monetary awards. To be eligible, the contestant must be a member of the CSLIS and
present the paper at the conference. If you would like your paper to be considered for the
competition, please send the full paper by February 1, 2012.
Please E-mail competition entries to Dr. Salwa Khoddam: skhoddam@cox.net
Instructions: Author’s name should appear only on separate title sheet. Title of paper should
appear on the first page of the text and in header on subsequent pages. Proper documentation and
a bibliography must be included.
Student Essay Contest: $500 First Prize
Currently enrolled undergraduate students are invited to submit analytical essays focusing on the
work of C. S. Lewis or a related author. Essays should not exceed ten double-spaced pages,
excluding Works Cited page. The student with the winning essay will receive a cash prize of
$500, along with free registration, room, and board for the Colloquium (May 31 - June 2, 2012,
Taylor University). Students whose essays receive the judge’s honorable mention will also be
invited to attend the colloquium free of charge. Deadline for student essays is April 2, 2012.
Please send student contest essays to Dr. Pamela Jordan-Long, Colloquium Chair, by E-mail at
pmjordan-long@taylor.edu or by post at Dr. Pamela Jordan-Long / Professional Writing
Department / Taylor University / Upland, IN 46989. Include your name, address, telephone
number, and email address.

